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           Jamie and his best friend, tom, have a  
secret–––they’ve discovered a cave that leads 
the way to dino world! if the boys place their 
feet into a set of fossilized dinosaur prints 
they’re instantly transported to an ancient 
land of prehistoric beasts. in the permian era 
the boys get caught in the middle of two giant 
enemies. can they stop the brutes before  
someone gets hurt?

*note a Jatom is the size of Jamie or tom: 125 cm tall and 27 Kg in weight
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Jamie’s ha
nd

fact file

Jamie

   full name: Jamie morgan

   age: 8 years

   size: 1 Jatom*

   top speed: 10 Kph

   liKes: fossil hunting and   

  learning about dinosaurs 

   disliKes: being stucK 

 indoors
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   full name: thomas clay   age: 8 years   size: 1 Jatom*
   top speed: 10 Kph   liKes: tracKing   animals and  

 eXploring wildlife   disliKes: rainy days 

  full name: wannanosaurus

  age: 65—80 million years**

  size: less than a Jatom*

  top speed: 50 Kph, especially   

when being chased by a t-reX

  liKes: stinKy gingKo fruit and 

banging his head on tree trunKs    

  disliKes: scary dinosaurs

*note: a Jatom is the size of Jamie or tom: 125 cm tall and 27 Kg in weight
**note: scientists call this period the late cretaceous
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estemmenosuchus   full name: estemmenosuchus   age: 250 million years***   height: 1 1/2 Jatoms*
   weight: 17 Jatoms*
   length: 3-4 Jatoms*
   liKes: eating chewy plants   disliKes: being a   

 slow runner 

   M

oschops’s 
ey

e

  M

oschops’s t
ee

th

moschops
   full name: moschops

   age: 250 million years***

   height: 2 Jatoms*

   length: 4 Jatoms*

   weight: 33 Jatoms*    

   liKes: being the biggest  

 permian creature 
   disliKes: running

*note: a Jatom is the size of Jamie or tom: 125 cm tall and 27 Kg in weight
***note: scientists call this period the permian
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‘Nearly finished!’ declared Jamie Morgan, 

fanning the hot air of the kitchen from  

his face.

He was standing with his grandfather by 

the stove. Mr Morgan was stirring a huge 

bubbling pot of his special homemade pickle, 

while Jamie added a final pinch of pepper.  

All the windows of their lighthouse home 

were open, but the bitter, fruity smell was  

still so strong that Jamie had a hanky over  

his nose! 

chapter 1

search:

Mr Morgan’s  

extra strong
pickle
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Tom Clay, 

Jamie’s best 

friend, clattered 

into the 

kitchen with an 

armful of empty 

glass jars. He 

put them on 

the table.

Grandad took 

the pot off the stove and let it cool a little.  

He handed over the ladle. ‘If you’re careful, 

you two can fill the jars up,’ he said.

The boys slopped warm pickle into each jar. 

‘There’s plenty here for our sandwiches,’ 

said Tom eagerly. 

‘And loads left over for all Grandad’s 

friends,’ added Jamie, scraping the pan clean. 

Visitors came from far and wide to visit 

the lighthouse, where there was a dinosaur 
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museum run by Jamie’s dad, and Jamie 

thought that his Grandad’s pickle was almost 

as famous.

‘You’ve been really helpful, boys,’ said 

Grandad. He screwed a top on a 

jar, wrote ‘Mr Morgan’s extra 

strong pickle’ on the label 

and handed it to Tom. 

‘One for you, lad.’

‘Cool!’ exclaimed 

Tom. ‘Thanks!’

‘I don’t know about 

cool,’ said Jamie with a 

grin. ‘More likely to blow 

your head off!’

‘Cheeky monkey!’ chuckled his 

grandfather. ‘Off you go before I biff you with 

my ladle.’ 

Laughing, Jamie snatched up his backpack 

from a chair and the boys scooted out of the 

Mr Morgan’s  

extra strong
pickle
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kitchen and down the cliff steps 

to Dinosaur Cove beach. 

‘Got your Fossil Finder?’ Tom 

asked Jamie, his eyes gleaming 

with excitement. 

Jamie knew what Tom was 

thinking. He nodded and tapped 

his shorts pocket. ‘Yep. And 

there’s a torch in the 

backpack.’ 

‘Is the Permian 

trilobite in  

there too?’

Jamie beamed. 

‘Of course.’

‘Then we’re all set for a trip 

to Dino World!’ Tom said.

He slipped the pickle jar 

into Jamie’s bag and they 

dashed across the sand 
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towards the headland and the old 

smugglers’ cave high up in the cliff. 

Deep inside the cave was a secret 

entrance to an amazing world of 

living dinosaurs—and the trilobite 

was the key that opened it. 

‘Beat you!’ panted Tom as  

he hauled himself up the last of 

the boulders and climbed into 

the cave. 

Jamie pulled out his torch and 

flashed it over the back of the 

cave. A small dark opening came 

into view. He quickly squeezed into 

the little gap that led to the secret 

chamber, his backpack knocking off 

a trickle of small stones. ‘Bet I’ll be 

first into the Permian,’ he called. 

Tom wriggled after him. Jamie 

was already standing in the line 
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of fossilized footprints that led to a solid rock 

wall. He slipped his arms through the backpack 

straps as Tom took his place behind him.

‘Dino World here we come!’ exclaimed 

Jamie eagerly, as they followed the prints. 

With a dazzling flash of light the boys were 

back in the familiar dark underground cavern 

at the base of a steaming volcano. They 

quickly climbed up to the opening above and 
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popped their heads out into the hot, dry air 

of the Permian world. The ferns around the 

entrance tickled their faces.

‘It’s good to be back!’ said Jamie. He 

shielded his eyes against the glare of the sun. 

Tom held an imaginary microphone. 

‘Welcome to Permian TV with your presenter, 

Tom Clay. In the distance is the Permian desert. 

We can just make out a herd of dimetrodon, 

the fans on their backs soaking up the warmth. 

Behind us lies the steamy jungle, and to our 
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right, the dense forest. Even from here we can 

see giant dragonflies buzzing among the trees.’ 

The boys climbed out of the cavern, 

panting in the intense heat.

A loud grunk made them jump.

A little greenish-brown dinosaur was pacing 

up and down on the slope just above them. 

‘And here comes Wanna, our dino friend!’ 

reported Tom. ‘This wannanosaurus may be 

from the Cretaceous Era, but he always joins 

us on our explorations.’

‘Get ready!’ warned Jamie, 

bracing himself against a 

rock. ‘He’ll be so excited 

when he sees us, he’s sure 

to knock us flying.’ 

‘Over here, boy!’ called Tom. 

But Wanna’s eyes were fixed on the 

volcano. He gave a loud, warning cry. 

GRUNK! 
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